Ascended Masters
The giant tube worm was unknown to science until researchers
exploring the deep Pacific Ocean floor discovered strange,
hydrothermal vents. Powered by volcanic heat, these vents recirculate water that seeps down through cracks or faults in the rock.
When the water emerges from the vent, it is rich in chemicals and
minerals. This toxic soup of chemicals would be lethal to most
animals, so scientists were shocked to find entire ecosystems of
animals living around these vents. In spite of the near boiling
temperature of the water, these animals were thriving in the complete
absence of light. The organisms that live near these vents are unique
because, unlike all other living things on earth, they do not depend
on sunlight for their source of energy. Instead, they feed in a
dependent symbiotic relationship with the minerals in the water of
the hydrothermal vents in this thermal ecosystem. These
hydrothermal vents are known as "black smokers" because of the
dark color of the material they eject.
Perhaps the most noticeable characteristic of these worms is their
bright red plume. This is a specialized organ used for exchanging
compounds such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sulphide
with the seawater. The bright red color comes from the presence of
large amounts of hemoglobin (blood). It is this plume that provides
nutrients to the bacteria that live inside the worm. The outer tube of the
worm is made from a tough, natural substance called chitin. Chitin is
also the main component in the exoskeletons of crabs, lobsters, and
shrimp. Although the worms have no eyes, they can sense movement
and vibrations and will retreat into their protective tubes when
threatened.
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The Tubeworm demon is one that lives off the lifeblood of the human
no different than the worm. In the human, it is more however, it is also the
sacred fire that it lives on. The outer shell that keeps it from being
destroyed are the cultural mores that hides their identity. These are
parasites that cannot be seen except as these who are the scientists. They
can even live in shallow waters unnoticed.
The Tubeworm demon is one that will return throughout ones life
once one has had its presence. We told of the astrologer’s story of the TV
star who went into the pornographic movie industry and not the TV serials
that he would have had great fortune in the forecast given. This is that
there is a symbiotic relationshipone exists on the other. The demon lives
off the person, the person lives off the demon for its own reason for being.
How is it possible to have this as a reason for being?
Yet it is so, that many think procreation is a right, a necessary
component of living such as sleep, food and water.
The teachings on the Fall of Man have not been understood. They do
not realize that the so-called “need” is a punishment that they would after
the Fall of Man, have to re-create form through this means.
Those with this demon may also have it from not finding a way out of
a black magic or witchcraft upon their person. Someone desires to control
themthey do so with this demon. This demon then is something that
makes an idol of coition as pleasure to be sought. The demon will go
about promoting this. It will furthermore do what is the profane to show its
power over an individual, such as parading around naked in the house
while spreading urine all over the body and acting like a king or queen.
It is a lecherous demon. It will touch others to also steal their light
through touch and sight. Such terms as “creep” describes this. Also the
slut or womanizer is one who goes about stealing light.
In the teachings of drugs, you learned that the exhilaration of drugs
is not a true initiation of victory. The adept who understands the path of
initiation and mastery can distinguish the difference to know this is a
demon.
Those who have had the power-over-the-powerless persecutions
whether from a spouse or at work, may have this demon. The rush of
energy of power is felt no different than drugs, that no one knows is
happening within the confines of privacy.
You see how these animals live by the hydrothermal vents and can
be killed on the instant with an earthquake. And this danger to the soul is
great. The words of Jesus to keep your lamps trim is not enough when
there is a demon of such ferociousness that one is in danger of losing ones
life energy and the soul. It is said too of the psychics that by performing
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psychic healing, they lose their own light, and it is any number of
embodiedments before they regain this energy back. It is not easily
regained.
We are asked, can these walk the path of Christ after having been in
a symbiotic relationship to this demon?
We would say thatthis is a matter of choice. There is suffering not
to have this demon as one will need to confront the psychological issues
that caused this condition. There may be pain. Then there is penance to
do as there is karma to take of the light of future embodiedments and give
it to the false hierarchy who siphons off this energy from the demon itself.
It is a way to serve the false hierarchy by giving it your light. That is the
reason why Christians would wear the hair-shirts in order not to give in to
this demon, as the battleground of this fight is one of a great loss of light
and the servitude becomes one of a mockery of God. The demons can
attack a person at night. And they can be fallen angels or fallen ascended
masters with demons.
The demon knows of this mockery. And in today’s mass media that
is a return of the rebellion on Suern, you see that the light in the temple is
dissipated no different than on Atlantis and the mockery of the demons
towards God. Thus you know that these come back with physical
handicaps in subsequent embodiedments.
After persecutions, the demon can cause gender changes. What the
demon is doing in this is to have one become so ashamed that they will
never return to Christ path. Often you will find that these will represent
themselves on Facebook by wearing a Halloween costume or mask as who
they are now. This is that they seek to hide by wearing the masks of evil.
This is the demon who has found it possible to take over someone on the
path. You also see this as those who hide behind going to prostitutes as
no one knows of the shame of this symbiotic relationship with the demon.
The Archangels will arrive at ones doorstep to cast out the demon
from his person. However it is a matter of choice.
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